Talent Management

Devising Effective Strategies for Recruiting, Training and Developing Your Talent Pool
Why Choose Queen’s IRC?
Queen’s IRC focuses on developing and delivering human resources, labour relations, and organizational development programs for busy practitioners.

Get the Queen’s IRC advantage:

- 80 years of evidence-based training
- Custom solutions delivered across Canada
- Coaching from industry leaders with real-world experience
- Practical simulations and tools that apply to your work environment
In the years to come, the demand for smart, technologically savvy, and globally astute business people will outstrip the supply. At the same time, an aging population of Baby Boomers and the tendency for Generations X and Y to frequently change jobs make it increasingly difficult to attract and retain skilled leaders and knowledge workers. Not only will organizations need to become better equipped to recruit skilled talent, but they will also be challenged to retain them.

Talent management is a top concern among HR professionals, yet research shows that only five percent of organizations are confident that they have a clear talent management strategy and operational procedures in place. An effective talent management strategy, however, is essential: it enables you to identify the right mix of individuals required to fulfill corporate strategic objectives, plug identified gaps in your workforce plan, and keep the pipeline filled with skilled and motivated workers who are aligned with corporate goals. This new program from Canada’s people management development specialists will give you a roadmap for building an effective talent management strategy that will turn a potential vulnerability into a competitive edge.

Transforming Knowledge into Action

By the end of the week, you will be better positioned to:
- Understand what is required to align human resource strategy with the strategic objectives of your business
- Identify the steps required to conduct an effective talent review of performance and potential
- Examine strategies to fill critical needs identified through a gap analysis
- Identify key requirements to attract and acquire skilled talent
- Explore best practices for developing talent
- Understand the key elements to engage and retain skilled resources
- Examine HR metrics and measures of success for your talent management strategy
- Acquire the skills and knowledge to build an effective talent management strategy for your own organization

Organizational Benefits
- Internal resource and advocate for talent management
- Well-designed and coherent talent management strategy
- Wide-scale alignment of goals and actions

Essentials

2 Days / 2 Credits

Date & Location
Nov. 5-6, 2019: Toronto
Apr. 15-16, 2020: Toronto
Sep. 28-29, 2020: Kingston

Fee: $2,495

Who Should Attend
HR and OD professionals and internal consultants with a strategic mindset, who have a role in developing a talent management strategy

Takeaway Tools
- Receive practical tools and approaches that are easy to take back to the workplace and implement at both the team and organizational levels

Please refer to our website, irc.queensu.ca for the latest information on venues.
a) Establishing a Foundation for Planning

Your first step in crafting a talent management strategy is to plan for your needs and assemble key information. Learn to identify the critical roles required to support strategic objectives and how to conduct a talent review that accurately assesses the performance and potential of current staff.

In this opening module, you also learn how to:

■ Use the 9-Box Framework to guide a leadership discussion that will calibrate talent
■ Determine how open and transparent to be in communicating assessment of high-potential staff
■ Conduct a gap analysis to determine critical areas that are vulnerable
■ Explore strategies to fill gaps

b) Making an Honest Assessment of Your Organization’s Value

In this section, discuss the importance of an employer brand; what is it made of and how is it perceived internally and by prospective employees?

■ Examine your internal value proposition for employees, and see how it stacks up
■ Consider the most effective strategies to attract your target market
■ Identify best practices for selecting talent that aligns with your strategic needs and organizational culture
c) Developing Your Bench Strength
The first place to look for a solution to your talent shortfall is in your own house. Learn how well your organization is developing its own employees. Explore the best practices in formulating development plans that yield real and effective results.

- Understand the role of 360-degree feedback to inform development plans
- Discuss the use of action learning strategies
- Examine special considerations when creating development plans for high potential employees

d) Engaging and Retaining Employees
How well does your organization perform in employee engagement surveys? Is your turnover rate over the past few years going up or down? Chances are, there is always more your organization can do to engage and retain your most valuable and irreplaceable employees. In this module, we explore the options you need to consider for your talent management strategy.

- Examine the role of career development in generating employee engagement and ensuring retention
- Understand the role that compensation and rewards play in engaging and retaining employees
- Explore the use of “stay interviews” to improve retention

e) Developing an Evaluation Platform
Your talent management strategy cannot be a seat-of-the-pants affair. Rigour is the rule, and metrics will show how well the organization is doing and help win ongoing buy-in from senior management. In this module, we identify the essential HR metrics to use in order to monitor your progress and evaluate the success of your talent management strategy.

Interactive Learning
Participate in max-mix discussions that offer the opportunity to test your assumptions about what can be done within your own organization.

Learning Beyond the Classroom
Our learning programs are focused on your growth:

- Opportunities to network with high-level colleagues from across the country
- Coaching from internationally-renowned facilitators with real-world experience
- Skills and strategies that directly apply to work environments
- Experience-based programming to test theories and ideas
- Mentoring beyond classroom sessions
Facilitators and Guest Speakers

Diane Locke
Diane Locke is a senior partner at a Toronto-based human resource management consultancy. She has more than 20 years of experience in the areas of executive assessment, leadership development and talent management, including both internal and external consulting roles. Diane is the lead facilitator for the Queen’s IRC Talent Management program.

Diane has worked with best in class organizations to design, develop and implement succession planning and talent management processes. She has been actively involved in the use of assessment tools and strategies to identify and develop high potential. She has provided training, coaching, and consulting services to a broad range of organizations in the public and private sectors.

https://irc.queensu.ca/facilitators/diane-locke

The roster of facilitators and guest speakers may change. We will do our best to keep you informed of program changes.
Registration Kiosk
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We offer four easy ways to register:

Web: Complete the online form at: irc.queensu.ca
Telephone: Reserve by calling toll-free: 1-888-858-7838
Fax: (613) 533-6812
E-mail: irc@queensu.ca

Confirmation and information on program location, check-in time, and agenda will follow.

Registration and Fees

Program fees include tuition, workbook materials, lunches, and some dinners. For all programs, payment in full is required one month before the program begins.

Register 60 days prior to a program and save $300 on the tuition of four- and five-day programs, and $150 on two- and three-day programs.

Register three people from the same organization in the same program at the same time, and receive a 10% discount on program fees. Register five or more people in the same program at the same time, and receive a 20% discount.

If you know you will be pursuing a Queen’s Certificate and would like to remit tuition in one payment before your first program, we offer a special fee with a considerable saving. Contact our Program Administration office for details.

Note: Only one discount may be applied.

Cancellation Policy

Substitutions are permitted with no penalty 8 days or more from the program start date.

Substitutions 7 days or less before the program start date will be subject to a $500 charge.

Transfers and cancellations are permitted with no penalty up to 15 days prior to the program start date.

Transfers and cancellations 14 days or less from the program start date will be subject to a 100% charge of the program fee.

Location and Accommodation

Please refer to our website, irc.queensu.ca, for the latest information on venues.
Queen’s IRC
Executive House
275 Ontario St., 3rd Floor
Kingston, ON
K7K 2X5

irc.queensu.ca